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Monte Carlo model for studying the effects of
melanin concentrations on retina light absorption
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We developed a Monte Carlo model to calculate light absorption in human and mouse retinas. The retina was
modeled as a five-layer spherical structure. The effects of melanin concentrations in the retinal pigment epi-
thelium (RPE) and choroid layer were studied. Variations of blood content in choroid were also considered in
the simulation. Our simulation results indicated that light absorption in neural retina was at least 20% higher
in albino subjects than in pigmented subjects under both photobleaching and dark-adapted conditions. It can
be four times higher at optical wavelengths corresponding to minimal hemoglobin absorption. The elevated
absorption at neural retina was attributed to the light backscattered from the choroid and sclera layers. This
simulation model may provide useful information in studying light-induced retina damage. © 2008 Optical
Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
elanin, a dark-brown pigment abundantly present in

he skin, hair, and eyes of many species, is one of the pri-
ary biological components for light absorption [1]. Mela-

in plays an important role in retina development and in
aintaining normal retinal function and structure. It

elps maintain visual acuity by absorbing the light pass-
ng through the retina and blocking backscattered light
rom the choroid and the sclera. Similar to the huge varia-
ions in skin color, melanin concentrations vary over a
ide range among individuals. In the extreme case of al-
inism, melanin concentration is significantly reduced,
hich leads to some interesting ophthalmic phenomena

2]. For example, it is well known that albinos are vulner-
ble to light damage and are linked with photophobia and
oor vision [3].
Electroretinogram (ERG) is commonly used to assess

etinal function in both humans and animals. Previous
tudies in young children have indicated that albino sub-
ects had stronger and faster ERG signals than normal
igmented subjects [4]. Similar results were obtained in
mall animal [5]. However, adult albino mice showed re-
uced ERG responses because of the loss of photorecep-
ors as well as a drop in the overall amount of rhodopsin
6]. Such a phenomenon was conjectured as a result of the
igher light absorption in albino retina caused by reduced
elanin concentrations. Chronic high light absorption

an lead to retina damage.
Because retinal pigments, especially melanin, play im-

ortant roles in light absorption, a quantitative study of
elanin effects on light absorption in the retina can ben-

fit our understanding of photon-induced retinal damage.
onte Carlo simulation has been used extensively in

aser–tissue interaction studies and is considered as the
1084-7529/08/020304-8/$15.00 © 2
ost accurate [7] and versatile [8] method to study light
ropagation in biological tissues. It has been applied pre-
iously to calculate ocular spectral reflectance [9,10].
ammer et al. [9] applied an inverse Monte Carlo method
ith a double-integrating-sphere technique to extract the
ptical parameters of each fundus layer. The measured
ptical properties were then used in a forward Monte
arlo method to predict human ocular fundus reflectance.
reece and Claridge [10] used the Monte Carlo method to
imulate human ocular fundus reflectance under different
elanin concentrations. Slab retinal models were often
sed in these studies, although their accuracy has not
een investigated.
In this study, we used a spherical retina model in a
onte Carlo simulation to study the effects of retinal
elanin concentrations on light absorption. Our results

ndicated that the slab retinal model can produce similar
esults as the spherical model in subjects with normal
elanin concentrations. However, the slab model gener-

ted substantial errors in albino subjects. In addition, the
pherical model revealed that eye size played an impor-
ant role in affecting light absorption. Such size effects in-
uced different light absorption features in human and
ouse retinas.

. METHODS
. Retina Model
e modeled the retina as a spherical construct with five

oncentric sphere layers (Fig. 1): neural retina layer, reti-
al pigment epithelium (RPE), choroid, sclera, and semi-

nfinite thick-tissue layer outside the sclera. Light was in-
ident upon the retina through the transparent ocular
edium. The incident light was distributed uniformly
008 Optical Society of America
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cross the retina layer within an azimuth angle of 60° (�
n Fig. 1). At each point of the retinal surface, the incident
ngular profile followed the Lambertian distribution; i.e.,
he incident intensity was proportional to the cosine of
he incident angle. The ocular diameters were 24.0 mm
nd 3.0 mm [11] in human and mouse retinas, respec-
ively. The pupil diameter of the human retina was set as
mm, and the pupil size of the mouse retina was set as
mm [12].

. Monte Carlo Method
he basic Monte Carlo simulation process has been re-
orted in detail elsewhere [13,14]. The photons were scat-
ered and absorbed while propagating inside the tissue.
he movement of a photon packet was traced using a
ampling theory based on local scattering and absorption
oefficients [7]. The Heyney–Greenstein phase function
15] was used to determine the scattering angles. At the
nterfaces of two layers with different refractive indices,
ight was reflected or transmitted to new directions that
an be calculated as

R = I + 2N cos �i,

T =
n1

n2
I − �cos �t −

n1

n2
cos �i�N, �1�

here R is the reflected vector; T is the transmitted vec-
or; I is the incident vector; N is the normal vector at the
ntersection point; n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of
he incident layer and the transmission layer, respec-
ively; �i is the incident angle formed by I and N; and �t is

ig. 1. Five-layer ocular fundus structure used in the simula-
ion. The fifth layer was modeled as a semi-infinite medium out-
ide the sclera.

Table 1. Refractive Indices and Optica

Tissue n
�a �cm−1�

(at 510 nm)

Vitreous and ILMa 1.336 —
Neural retina 1.47 3.7

RPE 1.47 5408b

Choroid 1.47 1352b

Sclera 1.47 4.9
Tissue

Background
1.36 0.1

aILM, inner limiting membrane.
bRPE melanin; 4 mol / l; choroid melanin, 1 mol / l, choroid hemoglobin, 1.7 mmo
he refraction angle and satisfies Snell’s law: n1 sin �i
n2 sin �t.
When photons exit from the neural retina layer into the

itreous cavity, they may reenter the retina layer depend-
ng on the specific exit angle. The tracing of a specific pho-
on packet ended with two conditions. First, the photon
as completely absorbed inside the tissue. Second, the
hoton exited from the pupil of a predefined size. Those
hotons absorbed at each layer were recorded as the per-
entage absorption of total incident photons. Specifically,
he absorption at the neural retina layer was analyzed in
etail in this study.

. Optical Properties of Retina
ach of the five spherical layers was characterized by a
et of optical parameters, including absorption coefficient
a, scattering coefficient �s, refractive index n, and aniso-

ropy g. Absorption coefficient �a refers to the probability
f a photon being absorbed per unit of infinitesimal path
ength. Scattering coefficient �s is defined as the probabil-
ty of a photon being scattered per unit of infinitesimal
ath length. The anisotropy g is the mean cosine of the
cattering angles [7,10]. Due to the lack of published ex-
erimental measurements on mouse retina, we assumed
hat the basic optical absorption and scattering coeffi-
ients of retina were the same in both normal human and
ild-type mice. Consequently, the simulation results may
ot be numerically accurate for mice but should be mean-

ngful for comparison purposes. The outermost (fifth)
ayer was modeled as an infinite environment with a typi-
al tissue absorption coefficient of 0.1 cm−1, a scattering
oefficient of 100 cm−1, and an anisotropy coefficient of 0.9
16].

The geometry parameters, refractive indices, and scat-
ering coefficients (Table 1) of each layer were obtained
rom previously published data [9,10,17–21], which were
ound to be in good agreement with experimental obser-
ations [9,10]. Fresnel reflections between the boundaries
f each of the four retina layers were neglected because
ittle difference in the refractive index has been reported
or posterior fundus tissue [10]. The refractive indices of
he neural retina layer, RPE, choroid, and sclera layers
ere all 1.47 [9,17]. The refractive indices of the media
elow and above the four layers were 1.336 and 1.36, re-
pectively.

ameters of Human and Mouse Fundus

�s �cm−1�
at 510 nm) g

Thickness ��m�

Human Mouse

— — — —
87.5 0.97 200 220
1142 0.84 10 8
613 0.87 250 23

1086 0.9 700 30
100 0.9 +� +�
l Par

(

l / l.
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The absorption coefficients of retina and sclera were ob-
ained from previous studies [9]. However, it is worth
ointing out that the retina absorption data were mea-
ured under bleaching conditions so that there was little
ontribution from photoreceptors. The absorption from
hotoreceptors needs to be included in order to investi-
ate light absorption under normal light conditions. In
his project, we first simulated the photobleached retina
nd then studied the dark-adapted retina in Subsection
.E. The absorption coefficient of RPE is determined by
ts melanin concentration [22]:

�a
RPE = 2.3cm

RPE�m���, �2�

here cm
RPE (mol/l) is the concentration of melanin in the

PE layer and �m��� �cm−1/ �mol/ l�� is the molar extinc-
ion coefficient of melanin at wavelength �. Optical prop-
rties are defined based on a natural logarithm calcula-
ion, while molar extinction coefficients are defined with a
ase-10 logarithm. Therefore the coefficient ln(10) (about
.3) was introduced for such a unit conversion [23].
The absorption coefficient of choroid was determined by

ts melanin concentration and hemoglobin concentration:

�a
Choroid = 2.3cm

Choroid�m��� + 2.3cb�b���, �3�

here cm
Choroid is the concentration of melanin in the chor-

id layer, cb (mol/l) is the blood concentration, and �b���
cm−1/ �mol/ l�� is the molar extinction coefficient of blood
t wavelength �. We assumed a 95% oxygenation ratio in
lood, i.e., 95% oxyhemoglobin and 5% deoxyhemoglobin.
The molar extinction coefficients of melanin and hemo-

lobin at visible wavelengths have been compiled by
acques [23]. The hemoglobin concentration was
.7±1.49 mmol/ l at the macula area and
.73±1.80 mmol/ l outside the macula area [14]. In our
tudy, three different hemoglobin concentrations of
.85 mmol/ l, 1.7 mmol/ l, and 3.4 mmol/ l were used.
Existing literature indicates that melanin content in

he mouse retina varies from 0 to 500 �g [24]. In our
imulation, the melanin content in the retina of pig-
ented mice was set as 300 �g, which corresponded to

.685 �mol �178 g/mol�. The diameter of the mouse eye
as about 3 mm [11], the total thickness of the RPE was
bout 0.008 mm [18], and the thickness of the choroid
ayer was 0.023 mm [19] (refer to Table 1). In normal
yes, the melanin concentration in the RPE layer was
bout 4 times of that in choroid [10]. Based on the above
nformation, we used 4.0 mol/ l and 1.0 mol/ l as melanin
oncentrations in RPE and choroid of a normal human,
espectively. In albino subjects, the melanin concentration
as very small and close to zero [24,25]. A multiplication

actor from 0 to 1 was used in our studies to represent the
elanin concentration variations in different subjects.
his factor was referred to as the relative melanin con-
entration. The relative melanin concentration was 1.0 in
igmented retina and 0 in albino retina.
A total of 8�105 photons of a given wavelength were

sed in the simulation when the relative melanin concen-
ration was smaller than 0.5, and 3.2�106 photons were
sed when the relative melanin concentration was larger
han 0.5. These photon numbers ensured that the stan-
ard deviation of our simulation results was less than
.1% of the mean value.

. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
. Program Validation

n order to verify our program, we compared simulation
esults from our program with that from a standard
onte Carlo program (MCML) developed by Wang et al.

7]. Because the MCML was designed for a flat layer ge-
metry, we used a very large radius in our spherical mod-
ls to make it behave like a flat model. We found that the
wo programs generated the same results under different
ample parameters. For example, Fig. 2 shows the simu-
ated sample absorption at different depths inside a
hree-layer slab tissue that was used before as an ex-
mple in the MCML manual. The optical properties of
his sample are listed in Table 2. As expected, for slab tis-
ues, the results calculated from our model and from
CML were nearly identical and the difference between

hem was less than 2.5%. The small oscillatory residual
rrors were due mainly to the statistical nature of the
onte Carlo method.

. Effect of Spherical Geometry
ecause the spherical geometry adds a certain complexity

n the computation compared to the conventional slab
odel, it is necessary to determine whether the spherical
orphology of retina is important for computing retina

bsorption. We compared the results obtained from a flat
etina model to those from our spherical model. As shown
n Fig. 3, there was little difference in light absorption in
uman neural retina at normal melanin concentrations.
owever, the slab model significantly underestimated

etina absorption in albino human eyes. In the albino hu-

Table 2. Parameters of a Three-Layer Tissue
Model Used for Program Verification

Layer n g
�a

�cm−1�
�s

�cm−1�
Thickness

(cm)

ayer above 1.0 — — — —
Layer 1 1.37 0.9 1 100 0.1
Layer 2 1.37 0.0 1 10 0.1
Layer 3 1.37 0.7 2 10 0.2

ayer below 1.0 — — — —

ig. 2. Comparison between the spherical model used in this
tudy and the MCML in the slab geometry. The optical properties
f the three-layer sample are listed in Table 2.
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an retina layer, the percentage difference between the
lab model and our spherical model was 10%–17% in the
andwidth of 450 to 590 nm and 56%–101% in the red
avelength region ��600 nm�.

. Retina Absorption at Different Melanin
oncentrations
igure 4 shows the effects of melanin concentration on op-
ical absorption in the human neural retina layer at three
ifferent choroid hemoglobin concentrations: 0.85, 1.7,
nd 3.4 mmol/ l. Results shown were obtained at three
avelengths: 510 nm, 550 nm, and 630 nm. The normal
elanin level in human retina depends on race or skin

olor. At visible wavelengths, the retinal absorption var-
ed little when the relative melanin concentration
hanged from 0.2 to 1.0. These results implied that such
ormal variations in melanin concentration have a mini-

ig. 3. Comparison between the spherical and the slab retina
odels in bleached human neural retina. The hemoglobin con-

entration used in the simulation was 1.7 mmol/ l.

ig. 4. Effects of melanin concentration on light absorption in
leached human neural retina at three different wavelengths
510 nm, 550 nm, and 630 nm).
al effect on light absorption in neural retina. A detailed
nalysis revealed that at a relative melanin concentration
f 0.2 or larger, the melanin in the RPE and choroid lay-
rs absorbed most of the photons penetrating through the
eural retina. However, retina light absorption decreased
apidly as the relative melanin concentration increased
rom 0 to 0.2. Although the melanin concentration in chor-
id varies considerably among individuals, the RPE mela-
in concentration is independent of race [26,27]. Based on
ur simulation, the RPE layer in normal human RPE can
bsorb more than 75% of the total incident light, which is
ufficient to prevent most backscattered photons from re-
ntering the neural retina in different races. At wave-
engths corresponding to high hemoglobin absorption,
uch as 550 nm, albino neural retina absorption was at
east 30% higher than that of pigmented retina. At
30 nm, absorption in albino neural retina can be four
imes as large as that of the pigmented retina. In addi-
ion, neural retina absorption in humans was clearly sub-
ect to the effect of hemoglobin absorption at choroid when
he relative melanin concentration was less than 0.2.

. Absorption Spectra of Pigmented and Albino
etinas
igure 5 shows the absorption spectra in neural retina
omputed at different hemoglobin concentrations. In the
gure legends, “A” refers to albino retina, “N” refers to
ormal retina, and the numbers indicate hemoglobin con-
entration in mmol/l. For example, “0.85A” indicates al-
ino retina with a hemoglobin concentration of
.85 mmol/ l.
In normal human retina, changing the hemoglobin con-

entration from 0.85 to 3.4 mmol/ l had essentially no ef-
ect on neural retina absorption, and the curves com-
letely overlapped. This was due to the fact that melanin
bsorption was dominant in RPE and choroid and over-
hadowed the effect of hemoglobin. However in albino
ubjects, hemoglobin concentration had a substantial im-
act on neural retina absorption because of the dimin-
shed attenuation from melanin. Such influence was
avelength dependent. Neural retina absorption in-

reased when hemoglobin content decreased.
The absorption changes at neural retina caused by he-
oglobin variations in choroid were attributed to the

mount of photons backscattered from choroid and sclera.
n order to clarify this, we separated the absorbed pho-
ons in neural retina into two categories: photons passing
hrough the neural retina directly and photons backscat-
ered into the neural retina. The results at three different

ig. 5. Spectra of light absorption in albino and normal human
eural retinas at different hemoglobin concentrations.
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avelengths were shown in Table 3. It can be seen that in
ormal pigmented eyes, the backscattered photons con-
ributed less than 3% of the total absorbed photons. How-
ver, in the albino retina layer, the backscattered photons
an be 3 times more than those directly passing.

Both choroid and sclera can contribute to backscattered
hotons. We isolated those backscattered from sclera in
ur simulation, and the results were plotted with the total
ackscattered light in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the sclera
ontributed little in human neural retina absorption
about 0%–30% of total backscattered), which agrees well
ith the results of Preece and Claridge [10].

. Absorption Spectra in Dark-Adapted Retinas
he above simulation results were calculated using retina
ptical properties measured in vitro [9], where photore-
eptors were bleached. In this section, we show that light
bsorption in dark-adapted retina can be calculated by
onsidering light absorption contributed from rod photo-
eceptors. The rod absorption coefficients [Fig. 7(a)] were
alculated based on the optical density of rods measured
y Liem et al. [28]. We assumed a neural retina layer with
hickness of 200 �m when converting the optical density
o an optical absorption coefficient. Extrapolation was
sed to obtain the optical density at 650 nm, and the
alue was close to zero. The optical absorption coefficients
f dark-adapted neural retina were calculated as the sum-
ation of the absorption coefficients of the bleached neu-

al retina and the rods. Although the large anisotropy of
eural retina (Table 1) indicated highly forward scatter-

ng, the explicit waveguide effect of photoreceptors [29]
as not considered in our calculation.
Figure 7(b) shows the comparison of the human neural

etina absorption spectra under dark-adapted and
leached conditions. Blood concentrations were set as
.7 mmol/ l. Because of the photoreceptor’s contribution,
he retina layer absorption under the dark-adapted con-
ition was twice or even more than that under the bleach-
ng condition. In addition, the melanin concentration has

slightly diminished effect on retina absorption in dark-
dapted retina than in bleached retina. Nevertheless, un-
er dark adaptation, albino neural retina absorptions
ere still at least �20% higher than those of pigmented
eural retina. Table 4 shows retinal light absorption at
hree different wavelengths (510 nm, 550 nm, and

Table 3. Light Absorption in Bleached H

Wavelength

Absorption (%)

Direct Backscatter

10 nm
Pigmented 9.71 0.09
Albino 9.71 5.13

50 nm
Pigmented 12.10 0.14
Albino 12.09 4.47

30 nm
Pigmented 4.15 0.10
Albino 4.15 13.23

aThe hemoglobin concentration used in the simulation was 1.7 mmol / l.
30 nm). Similar to bleached retina, the absorption of red
ight ��630 nm� can be several times larger in albinism
han in normal subjects because there is no contribution
rom rods at such wavelengths.

. Effect of Eye Size
ecause of the spherical model used, we expected that the
ye size may have affected the photon propagation pro-
ess. In order to verify this, we compared the photon ab-
orption in mouse neural retina with that obtained in hu-
an neural retina.
Figure 8(a) indicates that the flat MCML model for
ouse retina overestimated the neural retina layer ab-

orption, which was exactly opposite to the case in hu-
ans (Fig. 3). In humans, the photons reentering the neu-

al retina were the major contributors to the higher
bsorption in the spherical model. Due to a smaller diam-
ter and thinner thickness of the choroid and sclera lay-
rs in mouse retina (Table 1), the incident photons could
asily propagate into the fifth environmental layer. How-
ver, the flat model assumed that all the layers with fixed
epth were always infinitely wide, which reduced a pho-
on’s chance of propagating into the environment and
aused a higher absorption.

In a normal human or mouse, the absorption spectra
ere very similar to each other. At wavelengths smaller

han 600 nm, neural retina absorption increased when
emoglobin content decreased in both humans and mice.
owever, at wavelengths longer than 600 nm, different

n Neural Retina at Three Wavelengthsa

Backscatter/
Direct (%)

Total Albino/
PigmentedTotal

9.80 0.93 1.51
14.84 52.83

12.24 1.16 1.35
16.56 36.97

4.25 2.41 4.09
17.38 318.80

ig. 6. Light absorption in albino human neural retina attrib-
ted to photons backscattered from sclera. H-TBA, total back-
cattered absorption; H-SBA, absorption due to backscattered
hotons from sclera. The hemoglobin concentration used in the
imulation was 1.7 mmol/ l.
uma
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esults were obtained in human and mouse retinas. In the
ouse, the hemoglobin concentration had no effect on
ouse retinal layer absorption when light wavelengths
ere larger than 600 nm. On the other hand, hemoglobin

oncentration showed a big influence on albino human
etina absorption at such wavelengths. Such a difference
an be explained also by considering the retina size differ-
nce. The choroid thickness in human retina was about
50 �m, and the sclera thickness was 700 �m. A signifi-
ant amount of backscattered light from choroid and
clera was subjected to attenuation by hemoglobin. This
as the reason that hemoglobin concentration had a big

nfluence on human neural retina absorption at
00–650 nm, even though molar extinction coefficients of
emoglobin are very small at these wavelengths. In the
ouse, the thickness of choroid was only 23 �m and the

clera layer was only 30 �m thick. Most of the photons
assed through these two layers without being absorbed.
herefore, the variations in hemoglobin concentration at
horoid had little impact on light absorption at neural

ig. 7. (a) Optical absorption coefficients of rods and bleached
nd dark-adapted neural retinas. (b) Light absorption spectra in
ark-adapted (DA) and bleached (PB) human neural retina.

Table 4. Light Absorption in Dark-Adapted

Wavelength

Absorption (%)

Direct Backscatter

10 nm
Pigmented 30.10 0.15
Albino 30.11 8.20

50 nm
Pigmented 26.92 0.21
Albino 26.93 6.12

30 nm
Pigmented 6.17 0.14
Albino 6.18 17.62

aThe hemoglobin concentration used in the simulation was 1.7 mmol / l.
etina. Moreover, simulations indicated that mouse sclera
cattered more photons (about 45%–60% of total back-
cattered) back into the neural retina because the mouse
horoid layer is much thinner than that of a human.

. DISCUSSION
t was observed that ERG signals in young albino animals
ncreased significantly compared with those in young pig-

ented mice at all light intensities, but not in adult and
ged mice [6]. Our results supported that the large in-
rease in photon absorption in young albino retina must
ave contributed to the larger ERG amplitude observed.
owever, the adult and aged albino mice have suffered

rom photon damage during their lifetime, which leads to
educed ERG amplitudes.

A fundamental difference between direct-pass photons
nd backscattered photons is that the backscattered pho-

an Neural Retina at Three Wavelengthsa

Backscatter/
Direct (%)

Total Albino/
PigmentedTotal

30.25 0.50 1.27
38.31 27.23

27.13 0.76 1.22
33.05 22.71

6.31 2.30 3.77
23.80 285.03

ig. 8. (a) Light absorption in bleached mouse neural retina cal-
ulated by the spherical and slab retina models. The hemoglobin
oncentration used in the simulation was 1.7 mmol/ l. (b) Spectra
f light absorption in albino and normal mouse neural retinas at
ifferent hemoglobin concentrations.
Hum
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ons have random angular distributions. To illustrate
uch an effect, we computed images formed at albino and
ormal human neural retinas by projecting an incident

ight in grid patterns onto the retina surface. The calcu-
ated absorption images are shown in Fig. 9. In order to
isplay the 3D profile as a 2D image, we stretched the
etina layer along two orthogonal directions into a plane
o that the two axes in Fig. 9 were the two orthogonal lon-
itudes of the spherical retina layer. Therefore the origi-
al input grids were not rectangular at the retinal sur-
ace. The image size was 200�200 pixels �34�34 mm2�,
nd the image resolution for both was 0.17 mm/pixel. The
ray scale of the picture represents the relative energy
bsorbed at each location of the retina layer. The bright
olor indicates higher absorption, and the dark color indi-
ates lower absorption. It can be seen that the images ob-
ained from albino retina were less sharp than those of
ormal ones. The background absorption at locations
ithout incident light was much higher in albino retina

han in pigmented retina. Such an effect was more signifi-
ant in mouse than in human retinas because of the
maller mouse eye. The elevated backscattered light con-
ributes to the vision deterioration in albino subjects. In
ddition, these results provided an explanation for the
ersistence of poor vision in albinos despite refractive cor-
ections [30].

Because of the uncertainties regarding the absolute ac-
uracies of the chosen optical properties, we studied the
ensitivity of their effects on the calculation results. We
ound that anisotropy factor g of the neural retina had the
iggest effect on the calculated absorption. A 20% de-
rease of g in neural retina increased absorption by �30%
t 510 nm for a typical hemoglobin concentration of
.7 mmol/ l. This was expected because of the broader
cattering angle distribution associated with small g. The
bsorption coefficient also had a significant effect. A 20%
hange in the absorption coefficient in neural retina re-
ulted in an �16% absorption change in the same layer.
he variation of optical scattering coefficients had little
ffect on retina layer absorption. In addition, variations of
ptical coefficients at sclera and the outermost (fifth)
ayer had almost no influence on light absorption in neu-
al retina.

Having discussed the importance of melanin concentra-
ion on light absorption in neural retina, it should be
ointed out that light-induced retina damage could be as-

ig. 9. Spatial distribution of light absorption in human neural
mage resolution for both was 0.17 mm/pixel. The 1D absorptio
mages. The hemoglobin concentration used in the simulation wa
ociated with various light-induced effects, such as me-
hanical, thermal, and photochemical effects [31]. The
oles of melanin concentration on retinal photon damage
ay be different according to these different mechanisms.
or example, Wasowicz et al. [32] showed that no appar-
nt morphologic changes were found in retinas of pig-
ented rats after constant illumination, whereas in al-

ino rats disappearances of photoreceptors and other cell
odies were observed. This result underscored the impor-
ance of the melanin concentration. However, in a differ-
nt study, Gorgels and Norren [33] concluded that mela-
in did not play a crucial role in photochemical damage.
nterestingly, melanin plays a significant antioxidant
ole, which is also related to retina light damage [34].
evertheless, light absorption is a critical step involved

n light damage, and a quantitative light transport model
n retina can provide valuable insight into the compli-
ated problem of retina photon damage.

. CONCLUSION
e have developed a Monte Carlo model to simulate the

ffects of melanin concentrations on light absorption in
eural retina. Our results indicated that the spherical na-
ure of the retinal structure must be considered in albino
ubjects. We showed that melanin concentrations at the
PE and choroid layers have a significant influence on
eural retina absorption in both humans and mice. At vis-

ble wavelengths, the backscattered light from choroid
nd sclera contributed less than 3% of the total light ab-
orption in pigmented retina. However, backscattered
ight contributed at least 20% of the total absorption in al-
ino retina. At red wavelengths (such as 630 nm) where
emoglobin absorption in choroid can be neglected, the
ackscattered light became the dominant contributor to
etinal absorption. In addition, our results indicated that
he retinal size difference between mice and humans had
significant effect on light absorption in albino subjects,
hich should be considered when extrapolating results
btained in different species. Our model can be applied to
imulate retina absorption under any illumination condi-
ions by incorporating proper photoreceptor absorptions.
uch a quantitative Monte Carlo model may provide a
seful tool in studying light-induced retina damage.

The retina was illuminated by a grid light source �510 nm�. The
les were obtained along a horizontal line across the absorption

mol/ l.
retina.
n profi
s 1.7 m
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